A Review of Reward Processing and Motivational Impairment in Schizophrenia
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This article reviews and synthesizes research on reward processing in schizophrenia, which has begun to provide important insights into the cognitive and neural mechanisms associated with motivational impairments. Aberrant cortical-striatal interactions may be involved with multiple reward processing abnormalities, including: (1) dopamine-mediated basal ganglia systems that support reinforcement learning and the ability to predict cues that lead to rewarding outcomes; (2) orbitofrontal cortex-driven deficits in generating, updating, and maintaining value representations; (3) aberrant effort-value computations, which may be mediated by disrupted anterior cingulate cortex and midbrain dopamine functioning; and (4) altered activation of the prefrontal cortex, which is important for generating exploratory behaviors in environments where reward outcomes are uncertain. It will be important for psychosocial interventions targeting negative symptoms to account for abnormalities in each of these reward processes, which may also have important interactions; suggestions for novel behavioral intervention strategies that make use of external cues, reinforcers, and mobile technology are discussed.
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Overview

Negative symptoms have been documented since the pre-neuroleptic era and long considered a core aspect of schizophrenia (SZ) phenomenology.12 In the 1970s and 1980s Carpenter et al14 confirmed that negative symptoms are indeed an aspect of psychopathology that is separable from other aspects of the illness and suggested that these symptoms can result from either primary or secondary factors that have distinct etiologies.4 The advent of standardized clinical assessments allowed the negative symptom construct to be further refined,5–7 with modern conceptualizations identifying 5 core components8,9 that have been shown to separate into 2 domains: (1) a motivational dimension, consisting of avolition, anhedonia, and asociality, and (2) a diminished expressivity dimension, consisting of restricted affect and alogia.9–11 Although investigation of both dimensions is critically important to the field because treatment approaches for these domains are largely ineffective, the motivational dimension has been theorized to be of greater importance to a number of core aspects of the illness, including functional outcome, subjective quality of life, recovery, and disease liability.12–14

Despite the clear importance of treating motivational abnormalities in SZ, the field has yet to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the cognitive and neurobiological processes contributing to these symptoms. Recent advances in the field of neuroscience offer a promising new means of understanding the motivational impairments in SZ at a mechanistic level.15 The current manuscript reviews recent developments resulting from the application of cognitive and affective neuroscience frameworks to understand motivation in SZ. We focus on evidence implicating a distributed neural network that is responsible for a range of reward-related processes, including reinforcement learning, value representation, uncertainty-driven exploration, and effort-cost computation.

Intact Hedonic Response in SZ

The most straight-forward understanding of the motivational impairments in SZ is that patients fail to pursue goal-directed activities because they do not find such activities enjoyable. This notion has long been considered true, and the field has generally accepted that a significant proportion of individuals with SZ are anhedonic. However, recent empirical investigation calls these assumptions into question, suggesting that the long-held clinical understanding of anhedonia as a diminished
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capacity for pleasure in SZ may be inaccurate (see Strauss and Gold and Kring and Moran for recent reviews). In short, studies suggest that individuals with SZ report levels of in-the-moment positive emotion and subjective arousal that are similar to healthy controls when exposed to pleasant stimuli in the laboratory and also similar increases in positive emotion to controls when engaged in activities during everyday life. Patients also display comparable neural response to controls when presented with emotional stimuli and asked to report on their in-the-moment emotions. Despite these apparently normal hedonic responses at the subjective and neurophysiological level, it is clear that individuals with SZ less frequently engage in motivated behaviors aimed at obtaining rewards and pleasurable outcomes. Thus, an important question emerges: Why do apparently normal hedonic experiences not translate into motivated behavior in SZ?

Prediction Error Signaling, Reward Anticipation, and Reinforcement Learning

One possibility is that patients have deficits in reinforcement learning and reward anticipation that are needed for intact hedonic responses to influence decision making. A growing basic neuroscience literature has identified 2 complimentary and interactive neural systems that are involved with reinforcement learning and value representation. One system, which governs rapid learning, is mediated by the prefrontal cortex (PFC), particularly the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). This system is used to update mental representations of value for stimuli and response alternatives on a trial-by-trial basis, serving to guide decision making by allowing individuals to flexibly respond to changes in reinforcement contingency and novelty in the environment. The second system is mediated by the basal ganglia (BG) and involved with more gradual reinforcement learning. Learning achieved through this system occurs over a number of trials. Both systems make use of mismatches between expected and obtained outcomes called prediction errors (PEs). Positive PE signals are broadcast to dopamine (DA) cell target areas, which reinforce actions and representations associated with better-than-expected outcomes. In contrast, transient decreases in DA cell activity signal that an action resulted in an outcome that was worse than expected and should be avoided (ie, negative PEs).

Numerous behavioral and neuroimaging studies have investigated reinforcement learning in SZ, providing insight into the integrity of these 2 systems and their associations with motivational deficits. There is consistent evidence that patients are impaired at making rapid behavioral adjustments in response to feedback and that these impairments are associated with negative symptoms. These deficits relate to the ability to use explicit representations of feedback to make trial-to-trial adjustments in responses, such as switching a response choice after experiencing negative feedback (lose-shift), and they are associated with aberrant activation in the orbitofrontal cortex. In contrast, many studies, using motor, serial reaction time, and cognitive skill-based learning tasks suggest that gradual/procedural learning may be relatively intact in SZ (but see Foerde et al and Kumari et al for examples of evidence to the contrary). Inconsistent results among studies examining gradual learning may reflect a combination of differences in task properties and subject-related characteristics, including symptom presentation and antipsychotic medications. Antipsychotics may impact gradual learning, as chlorpromazine equivalent dosage is associated with performance on tasks reliant on procedural learning, and procedural learning impairments are less severe in antipsychotic naive patients. Gradual learning may therefore be impaired by very high levels of D2 blockade; however, this effect may be modest given that so many studies examining medicated patients find evidence for relatively intact gradual learning. Although behavioral studies provide compelling evidence that gradual learning is somewhat spared, neuroimaging studies suggest that normal learning may in fact be accompanied by abnormal neural activation in several brain areas, including the basal ganglia. Patients may therefore achieve normal gradual learning through use of multiple cognitive processes and neural substrates outside of the neostriatum.

At the behavioral level, there is also consistent evidence that SZ patients with motivational impairments exhibit deficits in learning from positive outcomes (Go-learning), but intact learning from negative outcomes (NoGo-learning). This pattern of performance can be considered a perfect neurobehavioral recipe for avolition, ie, patients are capable of learning what not to do in order to avoid punishments, but not what to do in order to obtain rewards. There are 2 alternative interpretations for this pattern of impaired Go- and spared NoGo-learning. First, impaired Go-learning could occur because patients fail to generate or learn from positive PEs during positive outcomes, possibly implicating aberrant DA signaling. Alternatively, patients could fail to precisely represent the value of the alternative responses during the decision process itself—a deficit driven by OFC dysfunction.

To explore these 2 alternative explanations, Gold et al administered a probabilistic reinforcement-learning task that allowed for dissociation between value representation and PE abnormalities. In this experiment, participants were required to simultaneously learn 4 stimulus pairs: in 2 of the stimulus pairs, the correct choice led to a monetary reward on either 90% or 80% of trials with incorrect choices leading to a failure to make money; in the other 2 pairs, the correct choice led to the avoidance of a monetary loss on 90% or 80% of trials. Thus, in both the gain and loss avoidance pairs, selection of the correct response should be associated with the generation of a
positive PE, and both cases are known to elicit phasic DA bursts. Two critical findings were observed. First, patients with more severe avolition showed impaired acquisition of the gain pairs but spared acquisition of the loss avoidance pairs. This pattern of performance suggests that patients are able to use PEs to guide learning, at least when the positive PE is associated with successful loss avoidance (as well as intact learning from negative PEs to losses themselves). Second, in the transfer phase when stimuli learned during acquisition are presented in novel pairings, only the patients with severe avolition failed to prefer the stimuli associated with rewarding outcomes over those that had been associated with loss avoidance, which had been associated with positive PEs but have no positive expected value. In essence their choices were totally driven by the history of PEs and not by their expected value. To confirm this behavioral interpretation, a computational model was applied to estimate contributions of PE signaling in the BG (actor-critic model) and whether PEs are used to update value representations of actions in the OFC (Q-learning). The modeling results were remarkably clear: Performance of avolitional patients was well fit by a pure actor-critic model, whereas healthy controls and patients with low avolition were best fit by the model where the actor-critic model was supplemented by the contribution of Q-learning, confirming that the deficit observed in avolitional patients reflects impairments in value representation, not learning from PEs. Thus, both behavioral and modeling evidence suggest that PE signaling appears to be largely, and surprisingly, intact in patients with SZ.

The functional neuroimaging literature is not entirely consistent with the results of behavioral and computational modeling studies examining PEs. Consistent with behavioral and modeling evidence, neuroimaging data indicate intact activation in the ventral striatum in relation to negative PEs. However, several neuroimaging studies indicate that positive PEs are accompanied by reduced neural response in the ventral striatum, as well as other regions such as the insula, frontal cortex, amygdala, hippocampus, putamen, and cingulate. Notably, reduced striatal response has not been found in all studies (see Waltz et al., Dowd and Barch, and Simon et al.), and discrepancies across studies may reflect differences in characteristics of the patients that were sampled because individual differences in clinically rated negative symptoms predicted striatal response. It is unclear how aberrant activation in areas outside of the striatum should be interpreted. Studies finding abnormal neural response outside of the striatum have primarily examined outcome-evoked responses or feedback-evoked responses, and studies reporting abnormal activation in areas outside of the striatum may not reflect reward PEs. Thus, the literature on the integrity of positive PE signaling is unclear; additional studies are needed to reconcile apparent discrepancies across levels of evidence, because there appear to be subtle, but possibly important, differences in behavioral, computational modeling, and imaging findings concerning the integrity of PE signaling.

Individuals with SZ also display impairments in reward anticipation, ie, the ability to signal reward availability when predictive cues are present. Striatal DA plays a key role in reward anticipation, allowing affective salience to become linked to predictive cues. Individuals with SZ have reduced activation in the ventral striatum in response to cues predicting upcoming rewards and PE signaling may occur in patients who are unmedicated or taking first-generation but not second-generation antipsychotics. The interpretation of results from reward anticipation studies using anticipation paradigms, such as the monetary incentive delay or other instrumental learning paradigms, is complicated by the fact that reward anticipation in these paradigms relies upon learning and several cognitive processes known to be impaired in SZ. To clarify this matter, Pavlovian conditioning paradigms have been examined, enabling an evaluation of reward anticipation and PE signaling independent of factors like action selection and response execution. Results from these studies indicate that patients with greater severity of negative symptoms display reduced activation in the ventral striatum and ventromedial PFC during reward anticipation. Thus, impaired reward anticipation may not be an artifact of learning deficits and may play an important role in motivational impairments in SZ, impeding the initiation of goal-directed behavior.

Value Representation

Several research groups have proposed that motivational impairments in SZ may be related to deficits in generating, maintaining, and updating mental representations of value. The OFC plays a critical role in value representation, facilitating the calculation of an outcome's value, how much an outcome fulfills motivational needs, and the comparison of one outcome's value to alternative outcomes. Thus, the OFC serves the purpose of holding information about reward value in working memory, which in turn facilitates goal-directed behavior by indicating when outcomes have changed and action plans need to be updated.

Individuals with SZ display impairments on tasks where value representations must be updated, such as probabilistic reversal learning or Intradimensional/Extradimensional set-shifting tasks and the Iowa Gambling task. Neuroimaging evidence indicates that impaired value representation on the probabilistic reversal learning task is associated with reduced deactivation of the medial PFC and that reduced deactivation predicts...
elevated anhedonia and avolition. One potential concern about the inferences drawn about value representation from tasks involving learning is that impairments on these tasks could result from general cognitive impairments. It seems unlikely that learning or generalized cognitive deficits fully account for value representation deficits, given data from several paradigms where subjects are simply asked to indicate preferences, where no learning or feedback processing is involved. For example, in a study of relative value judgments, which have been found to be associated with OFC function, Strauss et al presented patients and controls with pairs of pleasant photographs with similar context (eg, cute puppies—border collie, poodle, etc) to examine the extent to which subjects made consistent preference choices that maintained transitivity (eg, if you prefer A to B and B to C, do you prefer A to C?). Results indicated that patients were less bound by transitivity than controls as indicated by more inconsistent preference judgments and larger magnitudes of discrepant responses than controls. Furthermore, in a condition that presented a set of pleasant and unpleasant stimuli selected for gradations in valence (ie, highly positive>mildly positive>mildly negative>highly negative), controls were able to make fine-grained distinctions among the items and selected them in a normative fashion, whereas patients showed no preference for highly positive over mildly positive items or mildly negative over highly negative items (despite preferring positive to negative stimuli). Similarly, in multiple delayed discounting experiments, where participants are presented with an option for immediate or delayed rewards, there is consistent evidence that patients prefer smaller immediate rewards to larger delayed rewards. A functional neuroimaging study of delay discounting in SZ patients and controls matched on behavioral performance indicated that patients had less activation in the inferior frontal, dorsal anterior cingulate, and posterior parietal cortices, as well as the ventral striatum. These studies provide converging evidence that patients have difficulty representing the relative value of rewards and stimuli outside of the context of cognitively demanding learning paradigms. Based on the basic neuroscience literature, it is likely that these decision-making deficits observed on tasks requiring value representation reflect impaired OFC function; however, neuroimaging studies are needed to directly test this interpretation.

We do not mean to imply that cognitive deficits are not involved with the accurate representation, use, and updating of value representations in SZ. Indeed, there is consistent evidence that working memory performance as measured by standardized neuropsychological tests is related to the integrity of value representations across a range of paradigms with differing levels of cognitive demand. There is also evidence that patients have deficits in maintaining representations of value and affective experience. For example, in a psychophysiological study by Kring et al, patients and controls were presented with startle probes while viewing pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral scenes as well as during the delay period when the images were removed from view. Replicating prior startle studies, SZ patients had similar modulation of the startle response when images were on-screen; however, unlike controls, who showed continued modulation of the blink response when startle probes were presented following stimulus offset, SZ patients displayed a lack of startle modulation to probes during the delay period. Similarly, an fMRI study by Ursu et al found that SZ patients had comparable neural response to controls in the presence of emotional stimuli but reduced neural activation in the dorsolateral PFC and other prefrontal, limbic, and paralimbic areas during the delay period following image offset. Furthermore, delay period activity in the dorsolateral PFC was correlated with individual differences in clinically rated anhedonia on the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS). Gard et al extended these findings at the behavioral level, showing that deficits in maintaining value representations over a brief delay (3 s) were predictive of impaired decision making. In a series of studies on long-term memory, Herbener and colleagues have also found that while patients show normal in-the-moment responses to pleasant images or immediate rewards, they fail to retrieve those experiences after a 24-hour delay when memory consolidation should take effect. Thus, it appears that patients display deficits in generating, updating, maintaining, and retrieving mental representations of value, and these impairments are associated with motivational deficits.

Uncertainty-Driven Exploration

In everyday life, we are constantly faced with a decision-making process termed the exploration-exploitation dilemma, ie, whether to repeat actions that have resulted in positive outcomes in the past (exploit), or trying out new actions that could yield even better results (explore). This decision-making process influences behaviors ranging from how to plan one's day to which job to apply for. How one approaches the exploration-exploitation dilemma has an important influence on the extent to which they engage in goal-directed and reward-seeking behavior.

Several neurobiological processes contribute to exploitation and exploration. In stationary environments where reward contingencies are stable, it is ideal to exploit. Exploitation is heavily influenced by DA nuclei and target areas in the BG and PFC. In contrast, exploration may be an ideal strategy in nonstationary environments where reinforcement contingencies vary (ie, most everyday situations). Exploration involves several neural processes and can be achieved via multiple strategies. One strategy is to repeat behaviors that have best led to reward (ie, exploit), while also discovering over time whether there are better
options by occasionally choosing a different action at random. Another strategy involves selecting actions based upon their level of uncertainty relative to the status quo (ie, the exploited option). Human neuroimaging evidence indicates that the rostrolateral PFC is responsible for tracking uncertainty in an ongoing manner to promote exploratory behavior. Individual differences in uncertainty-driven exploration have also been linked to genes associated with prefrontal DA function (catechol-O-methyltransferase [COMT]), and individual differences in exploitation are associated with genes controlling striatal DA function (dopamine- and cAMP-regulated neuronal phosphoprotein [DARPP-32] and dopamine receptor D2 gene [DRD2]). Exploration may depend on one’s ability to engage more dorsal and anterior regions of the PFC that drive top-down control and limit prepotent behavioral responses in favor of selecting new actions aimed at obtaining maximal reward. There is also evidence that exploration is influenced by neuromodulatory control of cortical norepinephrine, which serves to differentially promote exploration and exploitation as a function of ongoing utility estimates that are governed by frontal and medial regions of the PFC. Thus, although there are multiple neural processes involved with exploration and exploitation, prefrontal control regions are critical for regulating the balance between decisions to explore or exploit under conditions of uncertainty.

Given that PFC dysfunction is widely documented in SZ and linked to negative symptoms, one might expect motivational deficits to be associated with abnormalities in using exploration and exploitation to guide decision making. To examine this possibility, Strauss et al administered a task where participants were presented with a clock face that contained a moving “second” hand and asked to determine whether it was advantageous to respond quickly or withhold responding until the hand reached later portions of the clock face. Critically, the probability and magnitude of reward payoffs for fast and slow responding were manipulated across blocks, thereby requiring exploration to maximize rewards. Via computational modeling, trial-to-trial dynamics of reaction time adjustments were examined to estimate degree of uncertainty-driven exploration. Modeling results revealed that SZ patients were less likely to explore the different response alternatives when their values were uncertain and that this deficit was associated with anhedonia as rated by the SANS—exploration was not associated with restricted affect, alogia, or avolition. The selectivity of this association with anhedonia may be informative. Anhedonia on the SANS largely reflects a behavioral component of reward seeking (eg, initiating social, sexual, and recreational activities) rather than the capacity to experience pleasure, which is often inferred from behavior. This result may therefore suggest that in environments where it is unknown whether an action could yield sufficient reward, patients may be less likely to seek out opportunities for new rewards because they do not adjust their behavior in an effort to reduce uncertainty. This may explain why many patients engage in fewer instances of pleasure-seeking behavior and persist in choices that will lead to certain rewards (eg, smoking, drinking soda-pop) even when the environment has changed and new rewards may be available. Consistent with this notion, another experiment also found that negative symptoms were related to this biased pattern of response selection, where the bias was actually adaptive in the static context imposed by task parameters.

Several neural mechanisms may serve to link reduced uncertainty-driven exploration and motivational deficits in SZ. One possibility is that impaired prefrontal mechanisms reduce top-down control needed to inhibit a prepotent exploitative behavior and facilitate exploratory actions under conditions of uncertainty. This seems plausible given the link between negative symptoms and PFC function. However, several other mechanisms may also contribute to reduced exploration, such as deficits in processing expected and unexpected uncertainty and impairments in tracking long-term utility and using utility signals to promote exploration. Decisions to explore or exploit that are critically linked to ongoing utility estimates and processing uncertainty are executed by frontal structures that regulate norepinephrine release. Thus, multiple neuromodulatory systems that have been implicated in SZ may contribute to reductions in uncertainty-driven exploration. Future studies are needed to evaluate some of alternative cognitive and neurobiological explanations proposed here.

**Effort-Cost Computation**

Another potential mechanism for motivational impairments in SZ is that patients have deficits in “effort-cost” computation that prevent them from making an accurate estimation of whether the benefits associated with an action outweigh the “costs” needed to obtain them (ie, physical or mental effort). Several neural mechanisms have been linked to the willingness to exert effort to receive rewards. Dopaminergic function plays an important role in effort-value computation, because studies have shown that exerting effort for high- vs low-value rewards is affected by focal DA depletion in the nucleus accumbens and increasing DA via amphetamine administration enhances willingness to exert effortful behavior. In humans, administration of d-amphetamine increases effortful behavior, and individual differences in DA release predict how willing an individual is to work for higher rewards. Effort-value computation is also associated with anterior cingulate cortex structure and function, as indicated by animal lesion, animal positron emission tomography studies, and human neuroimaging studies. Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) structure and function, striatal DA release, and DA receptor availability may therefore play a critical role in whether high amounts of effort will be exerted to obtain a reward.
There are several reasons to think that effort-value computations would be impaired in SZ and potentially associated with motivational deficits. First, structural magnetic resonance imaging studies have indicated that individuals with SZ have volumetric reductions in the ACC, and functional neuroimaging studies have indicated aberrant activation in the ACC during tasks requiring conflict or error monitoring (eg. Kerns et al). Second, it is well documented that individuals with SZ have dopaminergic abnormalities. However, these abnormalities are not necessarily what one would expect in a disorder characterized by decreased motivation. The basic neuroscience literature on animals indicates that reduced effortful behavior is associated with decreased striatal DA receptor availability and release. Individuals with SZ exhibit dopaminergic abnormalities that at first glance appear inconsistent with a motivational deficit—they evidence tonic increases in striatal DA, as well as greater DA release in response to DA enhancing agents. It is therefore possible that another dopaminergic mechanism contributes to reduced effortful behavior in SZ. Ward et al provided a compelling alternative account in a study using genetically altered developing mice, which are known to have an overexpression of postsynaptic D2 receptors, and found that these animals were less willing to work to receive rewards, despite having normal hedonic reactions (ie, the same phenomenology observed in SZ). Because individuals with SZ also display an increase in D2 receptor availability, it seems plausible that an overexpression of postsynaptic D2 receptors, rather than reduced striatal DA release, contributes to reduced effortful behavior to obtain rewards.

To date, 2 published studies have examined willingness to work for rewards in people with SZ. In the initial study, Gold et al administered a task that required subjects to complete 30 trials where they had to choose between making a low physical effort option (20 button presses) to earn a low-value reward ($1) or a higher effort option to earn a higher value reward ranging from $3 to $7. The probability of reward receipt was manipulated to determine whether certain (100% probability) or uncertain (50% probability) outcomes influenced effort-based decision making. Results indicated that SZ patients were less likely than healthy controls to select the high physical effort option under the 100% probability condition when the potential reward was highest ($6 and $7). Additionally, these deficits were associated with greater severity of clinically rated negative symptoms. The second study, conducted by Fervaha et al, administered the Effort Expenditure for Reward Task and found that SZ patients were less willing to expend effort to receive high-value rewards, particularly patients with elevated symptoms of avolition. Thus, few studies to date have examined effort-value computation in SZ; however, the results of the 2 studies that have been conducted both indicate an association between negative symptoms and reductions in willingness to put forth effortful responses to obtain high-value rewards.

Several explanations for these results are possible. One possibility is that high negative symptom patients do not find high-value rewards worth the effort needed to obtain them. Alternatively, deficits in value representation may undermine the decision to engage in effortful behavior, making the cost associated with the action required to receive a reward seem prohibitively high because value is not represented precisely. Both explanations are plausible given the results of Gold et al and Fervaha et al. To make further progress in this area, functional neuroimaging studies are needed to clarify the neural processes leading to effort-value computation dysfunction. Based upon the neuroscience literature, one would expect abnormalities in the mesolimbic dopaminergic system and ACC, as well as the connectivity between these regions, to play a role. Furthermore, the human SZ findings are consistent with data supporting the D2 overexpression animal model, which provides evidence for intact hedonics in the context of impaired motivation. Studies examining the role of antipsychotic medications in medicated compared to medication naive patients will promote progress in this area of research, as D2 antagonists have been found to reduce the extent to which rats are willing to work for rewards.

Conclusions and Implications

The last decade has seen a number of important developments in the assessment of negative symptoms, as well as experimental studies that have served to refine our understanding of the psychological and neural mechanisms associated with impairments in motivation. There is now compelling evidence that motivational impairments do not reflect a deficit in hedonic experience, creating new interest in the possibility that impairments in different aspects of reward processing may be implicated. The current chapter reviewed multiple aspects of reward processing that are abnormal in SZ and evaluated evidence suggesting that motivational impairments are associated with difficulty translating reward information into motivated behavior. Aberrant cortical-striatal interactions may be associated with multiple aspects of reward processing that contribute to reductions in goal-directed and pleasure-seeking behavior in SZ, including: (1) DA-mediated BG systems that support reinforcement learning and the ability to predict cues that lead to rewarding outcomes; (2) orbitofrontal cortex-driven deficits in generating, updating, and maintaining value representations; (3) aberrant effort-value computations, which may be mediated by disrupted anterior cingulate cortex and midbrain DA functioning; and (4) altered activation of the PFC, which is important for generating...
expansory behaviors in environments where reward outcomes are uncertain. New animal models of motivation in SZ, such as the D2 postsynaptic overexpression model of negative symptoms, have significant potential to clarify the role of DA in different aspects of reward processing. Translating these models directly into human studies of medicated and unmedicated patients is an important next step. However, it will also be important to examine other neurobiological processes, because it is clear that cortical-striatal interactions are only one contributing factor. Future studies should conduct whole-brain analyses to examine the contribution of areas outside of the striatum to various reward processes, as aberrant activation in regions such as the amygdala, hippocampus, and putamen has been reported in several aspects of reward processing (eg, PE signaling, reward valuation). It may also be important to examine the activation of salience and default mode networks, as it is possible that processes downstream from feedback processing may be integral to reward dysfunction. Whether these networks play a critical role in negative symptoms is unclear; however, initial evidence suggests an association. Network-level analyses may therefore provide an important new direction in understanding the architecture of negative symptoms.

Few studies have reported data on multiple aspects of reward processing in the same sample; however, it may be important to do so given that there are likely important interactions between reward processes. In particular, imprecise value representations may affect multiple aspects of reward processing, potentially reflecting a common mechanism that underlies motivational impairment in SZ. For example, aberrant value representations may contribute to deficits in computing whether an action is worth the effort needed to obtain it, making the decision to exploit actions that have lead to prior rewards or to explore new actions, and learning to make rapid trial-by-trial adjustments in response to probabilistic feedback. However, there are also likely to be other important interactions among reward processing domains. For example, SZ patients have consistently been found to have deficits in rapid learning, and these deficits may influence the flexibility with which they can update value representations and use them to exploit actions that will consistently yield reward. Effort-cost computations may also interact with other processes, such as exploration/exploitation, in tasks where there are “costs” associated with switching from one behavior to another. If patients have difficulty in judging these costs and whether the effort needed to switch to a new action is worth it, they may be less likely to try out new actions (ie, explore) and engage in goal-directed behavior.

Another important future direction is to translate the laboratory findings reviewed in this article into more effective psychosocial treatments that directly target motivational impairments. The reward processing literature lends some hints as to how novel behavioral interventions could be developed that would capitalize on the few islands of preserved reward processing that exist in SZ, while accounting for the multitude of deficits. For example, there is evidence that patients have significant impairments in rapid learning but relatively preserved gradual learning. To make use of these strengths and work around weaknesses, it may be necessary to incorporate external cues and provide frequent, repeated reinforcers to facilitate goal-directed behavior. Given the strengths in procedural learning, individuals with SZ may be able to learn new behaviors aimed at increasing goal-directed activity with consistent and regular repetition. Grant et al recently developed a Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) approach for negative symptoms that incorporates some of these principles. This program has therapists adopt an engaging style (eg, direct and crisp speaking, energetic, commanding, and confident) and aims to reduce patient lapses in engagement by having them participate in activities during the therapy session (eg, playing cards, listening to music), as well as by using frequent and intense reinforcement of goal-directed behavior (eg, verbal praise, tokens, stickers). A randomized clinical trial indicated that this CBT approach significantly improved avolition more so than treatment as usual. These results are promising, because few interventions have had an effect on avolition. Given that imprecise value representation may be a deficit that cuts across several aspects of reward processing, the use of external cues may be of critical importance as they would reduce the need to generate mental representations that are unlikely to have enough “pull” to facilitate the initiation of goal-directed behavior. To this end, it may be useful to take advantage of recent developments in Ecological Momentary Intervention (EMI) (ie, the use of mobile technology in the context of psychosocial treatment) to present frequent, selective cues. Apps on mobile devices may be ideal for delivering cues, reinforcers, and reminders designed to promote behavioral activation. Clinicians could use EMI to send reminders for patients to engage in specific activities and have apps deliver customized positive or negative feedback in relation to patient response. Given the relative sparing in learning from negative feedback, in the context of impairments in learning from positive feedback, the use of negative feedback may be necessary to shape behavior. Considering the increasing availability of mobile technology, as well as the development of apps specifically designed for psychosocial treatment, EMI is increasingly more viable as a treatment strategy. These methods could be useful in supplementing efficacious psychosocial treatments, such as the one developed by Grant et al. Finally, measures of reward processing described in this review have potential utility as biomarkers that can be used to gauge the effectiveness of pharmacological and psychosocial treatments targeting motivational deficits in SZ.
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